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SYLRA Newsletter nr. 1 concerning the arrival to
Denmark
Dear YL’s and OM’s,
Time is now exciting near, where we are going to meet each others in Roskilde,
Denmark.
To ease your arrival we try to describe some of the most common ways of getting to
Roskilde and Hotel Prindsen in Roskilde.

By car
If arriving by car, we advice you to study your trip via Google map or GPS if you
have it installed in your car. Roskilde has a lot of one way streets. The hotel is
situated centrally in Roskilde City. The entrance to the hotel is facing a pedestrian
street named Algade. By car you will have to hit the back entrance on the back side
of the hotel in Sankt Ols Gade nr 2, 4000 Roskilde, where limited free parking is
available for the hotel guests. We wish the driver and the navigator good luck.

If arriving by plane
You will normally arrive to Copenhagen Airport in Kastrup - about 8 km. East of
Copenhagen Centre. Roskilde City is situated about 30 km West of the City of
Copenhagen. To get there you have two options - train or taxi.
Taxi is estimated to Danish currency Danish Kroner - DKR. 700,-.
Can be more during traffic hours with heavy traffic congestions.
Train connection from the airport Copenhagen to Roskilde Station. Tickets for the
trains can be purchased in the arrival hall upon arrival by plane.
Option nr 1
Normally there is one train pr. hour coming from Sweden for other destinations in
Denmark, passing and stopping shortly in Roskilde. Duration of the trip is about 45
minutes. Price estimated to Danish Kroner 110 per person.
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Option 2
For the more experienced explorer there are trains about every 10 minutes which will
require a change of train at the Copenhagen Central station and to find the right
railway track for departure toward Roskilde.
Option 3
Across from the airport there are electric trains the METRO with departures every 3
minutes but very complex with several changes of trains. Not to be advised by me.
Map showing train Route Copenhagen Airport to Roskilde
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Map showing walking direction Roskilde Train Station to Hotel Prindsen.
The walking distance from Roskilde Station to Hotel Prindsen is about 400-500
meters.
Walking time is about 6 minutes
Taxi is also available from the station.
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Please notice
Our currency is Danish Kroner which equals approximated 7.5 Danish Kroner to 1
Euro.

We look forward to seeing you in Roskilde in August.
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